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Hello again friends. It has been quite the century hasn’t it? A number of significant events have been firmly
etched in the history books. There has been everything from the Great Depression, World War II, the discovery of
penicillin, the formation of the UK National Health Service, 9/11, the moon landings, the birth of the internet and
the global Coronavirus pandemic, to name but a few.
But another key event, of course, also stands out. It was in January 1922 that, following its discovery in 1921, that
insulin was used for the first time as a treatment for type 1 diabetes in a human being. Since that monumental
moment, millions have benefitted from the use of insulin and countless lives have been saved and changed for
the better. Though we have come a long way, there remains more to be done. Much more has been learned
around the understanding of insulin, which has given rise to countless different types being available to suit
different situations. Huge advances in how insulin is administered, with an ever-increasing role for continually
evolving technology, have also been instrumental in improving the lives of those with type 1 diabetes.
A life lived with type 1 diabetes can be challenging. It is the great hope of all of those in the
diabetes community that, going forward, more insulin related breakthroughs will occur.
For our latest adventure, we find Kieran out of time, literally, as he and his companions learn a lot about how far things
have evolved, when it comes to insulin, whilst trying to stop those who want to see ‘a world without insulin’.
Thanks to all of those with type 1 diabetes who’s lived experiences have helped inform our stories to date.
This comic is in dedication to all of those living with type 1 diabetes, their parents and caregivers, and an
extra special thanks to our guest reviewers. We hope our story helps and inspires you and others.
We would also like to dedicate this issue to our fellow NHS colleagues who
continue to work tirelessly and give their all during this pandemic.
Happy Reading!!

Danny ‘Patak’ McLaughlin

Commander Partha Kar
Anna-Droid MacDonald

Oli ‘Data’ Da Costa

Lieutenant Lee Calladine
Mayank ‘Picard’ Patel

Jim ‘Nerf Herder’ Lavery

...and a special thank you for the help and support of
NHS England, Portsmouth Hospitals NHS Trust and
University Hospital Southampton NHS Foundation trust.
We hope you enjoy!

Deep in the Alimentary system…
Across the Wirsung expanse…
lies planet Pancreas…

A remarkable world, full of
wonder… where natural habitats
co-exist with the advanced
civilisation who have made this
planet their own, living in peace
and harmony…

Until one day,
from nowhere, the
attack came…
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Sir, they’re
attacking our
‘Langerhans’
towers!

In a matter
of days, it was
over…

But all hope
was not lost…

Allies arrived with
supplies and helped the
rebuild efforts, by installing
‘artificial towers’…

Huh?
What?

So, you napped
all through my
whole class about
Diabetes innovation
in the last 100
years…

I had
the craziest
dream!

Kieran!
You almost
slept through
the class
alarm!

…ever
since insulin
was discovered
by Banting and
Best with their
dog Marjorie.

It was
because you
were up all night
playing fortnight,
drinking energy
drinks…
I seen
your post online
as I went to bed.
Now hurry up and
get ready – we’re
partners in the
project for the
next class!

I know all
about diabetes…
I have Type 1 and
my blood sugar
was low so i’m
feeling tired
today…

Up all
night, eh?

You need to
be looking after
yourself. You need
to understand
your diabetes and
how it could
affect you…

Oh yeah,
you’re my
lab partner…
I forgot!
Or should
I say I hoped
it was just a
bad dream
haha…

That’s
a lie!

Look, none
of you have
diabetes… I
know more
than you!

I’m sure
everything
will be just
fi-

What
is that
flash?

Who are
you?
You can’t
be on school
grounds…

Well in
that case…
the name is
Herbert George
Wells…

You can
see me??
I am unsure
as to how…

So you came
from the past
in your time
machine??

This is
crazy!

The H.G.
Wells? The
writer?

Kids,
don’t touch
that!!

Technically,
I came from
the future, but
originally from
the past…

You came
from the future?
Why?? Why here?
Why now?

And you
can see me…
we can interact…
that’s never
happened
before!

Why yes,
inventor,
and time
traveller…

Oh wow –
Im Dr Von Bron,
PHD - and this
is Kieran and
Dotty.
PHD?
Doc?

Well, you
see I’m trying to
locate a fracture
in the timeline so
as to repair it.
Finding it would
seem to be the
issue.

have any of
you ever previously
travelled through
the Quantum
Continuum
Network?
I just dropped
into the timeline as
my scanners picked
up an unusual
Quantum signal.

Huh? The
what?

I believe he’s
asking if we have ever
been time travelling?
To which we can
definitely say no we
haven’t, sir.

It seems that
you have some
chronofrequencies
emanating from
you…

Either you
have time
travelled before…
or you will at
some point!

Maybe
we have! We
don’t know…

Excuse me,
Mister Wells…
you mentioned a
fracture in
time… what does
that mean?

We will?
Like
destiny??

Reality
as we know
it?

Well, at some
point in the future,
someone travels back
in time to disrupt
reality as we
know it!

What
was that?

Would that
be the people
who are trying
to break the
timeline??

No time
for answers
now… jump
aboard the time
machine…

I guess
you were right!
We will be
travelling
through…

FREEZE!!

...Time!?
Please…
my friends call me
“HG”… and we’re going
back in time to find the
fracture… I think you
all were somehow
destined to come
with me!!
Mr Wells,
where are
we going?

Back to
when?

Let’s do
an emergency
landing and
find out!!

Or should
I say WHEN
are we
going??

Good question!
let me look at the
readings… hmmm…
oh no… were in
the future!!

This doesn’t
look like the
past… when
are we?

The future?
But were are all
the flying cars and
all that future
stuff?

I am trying
to locate when they
broke the timeline
so all the diabetes
advancements don’t
happen and…

And..??

And the world
begins to crumble
around these
fractures leading
to the enslavement
of Earth!

Crumbling
Fractures??

Enslavement?

Well let’s
take a look at
what could happen
if we don’t fix the
timeline…

All those
who rely on insulin,
technology and medical
advancement to live
well with their diabetes
simply won’t have
any of it.
They
will find it
difficult to
live and even
survive...
That’s
horrible…

I can see
the power of
insulin and the
danger of missing
out on it!
Indeed, but
even in your
time, across
the planet,

Computer Show possible
branches of time
after the
fracture!

I have
seen that there
are many who
need insulin, but
struggle to
access it!

Diabetes?
I have
diabetes…
type 1…

Ironically,
we have no
time to
waste…

So when
are we off
to now??

let’s
jump on
board.

Yeah,
let’s go!

We don’t
want the world
to end on our
watch…

This is
2004. We are
witnessing the first
UK NHS Islet cell
transplant for
type 1 diabetes.

Wow! We
are literally
witnessing history!
Or present or…
whatever…

But
everything
here looks
in order…

So the fracture
must be further
back in time? How
do you know
where to go
next??

The Fracture
seems to be
further back in time
somewhere. Let’s be
hasty and get to the
next milestone in
the diabetes
timeline…
So in
that case All aboard!

All we
have to do is
travel through
any timewindow
and we appear
in that time.

But how
do you know
where to
go??

Well… with a
simple upgrade
in the future we
simply push
this and…

Wow you
have your own
Time GPS?!

And
coordinates
locked in…

When are
we off to
now??

Wow, I didn’t
know how pioneering
the NHS was in
offering these cool
treatments to
patients over so
many years!

We’re
off to the
19...

…80’s!

No more insulin
syringes! Following
the Penject device
came the Novopen!
Easier to use insulin
at school or at
work!

Wow, I
remember Dad
telling me people
used to have to
boil their needles
and syringes all
the time…
and keep
reusing
them!!

Not to put
a dampener on
the moment –
but what is that
out there?

Oh my…
the Red Mist
approaches…

Get over
here… we don’t
want to be
seen.

Insulin
pens –
what a step
up!

Very
perceptive young
Kieran, it was a
glorious time for
those who needed
to use insulin…
And
everything seems
to be in order
here too!

But Doc, no
one can see us
unless they are time
travellers too,
like Hg said…

We need
to get out
of here!!
Quick!!

Now that
we’re clear of the
‘80s… What was that
red mist that was
coming towards
us??

I was hoping
that wouldn’t be an
issue and I wouldn’t
need to explain but
in its simplest
explanation:

This is why
we must find the
fracture in time
and fix it before
it all ends…
So we have
to keep an eye
out for this evil
red mist??

And the
villains… who
are right
behind us!

It’s an
all-consuming
red mist that envelops
all time as it fractures
and will eventually
bring Earth to its
knees and Therefore
time itself.

What?
You don’t
hold back do
you?

We’re
gonna need to
pick up the pace,
they’re shooting
at us!!

Only one
thing will get
us out of
this…
What’s
that?

…Warp
Speed!!

Are you
doing it
properly?

It’s called
a Reflomat,
but you are
getting it, good
for you!!
Yeah,
I take a blood
sample on this little
bit of paper, then
push it into this
thingy?

Your
small blood sugar
meter may never have
been developed if it
weren’t for this in the
1970s and others
that followed.

Yes,
the Reflomat
helped a lot of
people with
diabetes.

Is that
thing for reading
your blood sugar?
It’s massive!
My meter fits in
my pocket!

Wow!

What do
you mean?

Let’s go
and see…

…The
1960s!
I am
starting to
realise that the
stuff I have
access to does
make things
easier…
You haven’t
seen anything
yet!

Next
stop…

Mum, are
they done
yet?

No, we need
them to come
to a boil for a
few minutes so
they are safe
to use.

Should
be ready in
just a minute,
sweetie.

I’m just doing
my sugar test. I’ll
need needles and
syringes soon, mum.
My pee should be
green but it’s an
orangey/red
colour.

Dotty
is right!
We covered
this.

What are they
doing? Scientific
experiments? In
a kitchen?

They are
doing the Benedict’s
test, a tablet shows
sugar levels in the
urine – the colour
denotes the
level.

In a
way…

You would
have learned about
this if you hadn’t
fallen asleep
during “the doc’s”
class!

Indeed,
probably very
rudimentary
compared to what
you’re used to,
Kieran!

I can’t help
but realise how
difficult it was the
further back we go
for people with
I’m lucky
diabetes.
to have all the
advancements
in my time!

I know we’re
all enjoying our
‘Magical History
Tour’ but…
…We
better get
out of
here!

We just
made it!

Well, we
aren’t in the right
time so it sees us
as a foreign body,
so to speak…

Why is
the red mist
chasing us?

this is why
we must hurry
to our next stop
to locate the
fracture…

I am truly
humbled to have
my scientific
contribution
recognised…

Where
are we
now?

1964… this is an
extraordinary moment
in diabetes history
and for women in
science too.

Dorothy Hodgkin,
based in Oxford,
confirmed the
3-Dimensional structure
of the insulin molecule
using x-rays.
She was awarded
her Nobel prize for
this and the sequencing
of other molecules
like penicillin and
Vitamin b12.

There
they are!

And in
conclusion…

Let’s get
them!!

Dorothy?
That’s my name
too…

Yes, she
was a great
woman!
And maybe
someday you
will be up there
collecting your
Nobel prize
too…
I have a
good feeling
about you!

Dorothy
Hodgkin’s part
to play seems
anchored in time…
let’s go!

They
got away
again!

don’t worry,
we know when
they’re ultimately
headed!

What’s this
supposed to
be? It looks
complicated!

I’d
assume it’s
the Insulin
molecule.

It is
an Insulin
Molecule.
Though Dorothy
Hodgkin confirmed
the structure, her
work followed that
of another who
sequenced the
molecule!

Mr Frederick
Sanger based in
Cambridge.
A two-time
winner of
the Nobel prize,
eventually. It’s
only 1958…

Without
the work of
Sanger, for
instance,
Many who
followed him
wouldn’t be able
to do their great
work in diabetes
research.

Wow!

Sanger identified
the amino acid
sequence of insulin,
the building blocks,
so to speak. Then
Dorothy worked out
how they all
fit together.

So
cool!

Wow, I never
really thought about
how much work went
into making it
possible for me to
get my insulin
shots…

Doc, you’re
correct!

Do you
ever stop and
think… about
anything?
Haha

“Doc”!
Still can’t
get over
that!
Haha

Haha
Same
here!

So this
isn’t the
fracture in
time?
Shouldn’t
we be already
on our way in
case the red mist
comes again?

Let’s not
waste any more
time! Next stop is
an interesting
one!

The
Diabetic
association
is officially
open…

Yes, and
R.D. Lawrence,
my Doctor and my
friend. He looked after
my type 1 diabetes that
was diagnosed in my
older years..

And we
worked together
to create the
Diabetic Association
or Diabetes UK as I
believe it’s called
in your time!

This was to
offer help and
support to those
living with diabetes.
and still
does!

That’s
you, Hg!

Ahh,
guys…

Wait, you
have Type 1
diabetes too?
Diagnosed in
older age?

oh yes,
not just
for the young,
Kieran.

I see!
You were
the cofounder
of Diabetes UK?
You should be
very proud!!
yes, very
proud of my legacy,
but it’s only 1 part
of what many
others developed Such as the
afterward.
Clinitest in ‘45,
the Palmer
injector in the
50s! So much to
be proud of!

What is it,
Herbert?

Nothing.
I just thought
I saw
something!

Let’s
go!

This is an
important day in
the timeline of
Diabetes…

What is
that brown
stuff they are
injecting him
with??

Ughh
that’s so
revolting!

That Kieran,
is history being
made. It’s the
very first time a
human received a
dose of insulin.

It’s like
sludge!

Without it,
for those with Type 1
diabetes, the only option
to buy a few more years of
life was to have to starve,
Yes, you
eat less glucose based
may think it is
foods, and eat more
revolting sludge, but
fats and proteins.
this is the day, here in a
tough times!
Toronto hospital, on 11th
January 1922, that 14 year
old Leonard Thompson’s
life was saved by that
very ‘sludge’!

It was
thanks to work
led by James Collip,
a biochemist, who then
purified the insulin
further and made it
more effective…
I think
the rest as you
say, really is
history, quite
literally.

Which is why
we must get to the
next milestone before
this one… Where the
fracture is most
likely to be.

You’re lucky
you never had to
live back here,
Kieran.

Yeah, I
can’t believe how
primitive it seems,
but I’m glad it
happened, otherwise
we would all be
in trouble…

We’re off
to see two
important men,
and a dog, doing
great work…

<BANTING
& BEST>
<1921>

Look!
there’s
someone out
there!

There’s
no one
here…

Oh, we’re
not far enough
back in time…
let’s go find the
important day!

I
think…

I
think we’ve
done it!

This is
the moment
Dr. Frederick
Banting and
Medical student
Charles Best,
along
with the help
of their dog
Marjorie,
discovered
Insulin and
would change the
world for the
better…

We
must update
John
immediately.
John? Oh,
Professor
Macleod, yes,
of course,
and fast!
Here, this
looks correct
now!

But once
we get rid of
you this is where
the fracture
will begin!

I’ll rip
apart the timeline
of diabetes, sending
generations into
turmoil.

Wow, I can’t
believe I’m
witnessing this
moment!

So, is this
where the
fracture
is?
Not
yet!

Who are
all these
strange looking
people??

I have
no idea!

I’m in
charge of
eradicating
diabetes
advancements.

The name is
Pam Creas, I
used to work for
H.E.A.L.E.D in the
future!
They never
appreciated me
or my skills.
I soon
realised I
was working
for the
wrong side.

Why are
you doing
this?

These
beings saw my
potential and
gave me an offer
I could not
refuse.

Right
now above us
is a chronolaser
powerful enough to
fracture time.

And any
second now
the end of
Humanity will
begin.

Beings from
another realm want
to send humanity into
the dark ages by
eliminating Medical
advancements.
So that the
Earth is then
theirs for the
taking…

HG, what
do we do?

It’s
too late…
You will all
perish!

What’s
going on
here? Who
are you?

And then
we shall move
into the Penicillin
extinction
phase.
What??

We must
stop this…

The Fracture.
It’s widening…
it has begun!

What on
Earth?

I don’t
like this…

I’ll send
out an alert
to friends…

Oh no…
H.E.A.L.E.D.
is here?

I think
we better
step in.
Did you
do that
Hg?

Nooo!
They’re are
healing the
Fracture.

Get away,
you little
runt!
go
get them,
Marjorie!

I believe
it was our
friends…

Watch
out, kids,
stay back!

We have
to do
something!

We can’t
stand around
watching this
time!

…that
will help
so many
people.

What are
you going to
do little
boy??

Wooow!
A starship?

I can’t
let you guys
ruin all the
progress…

Hope
you have a
nice trip!

Keep
hold of
him!
Aghh
get the mut
off me!

Wanna
bet?

Ahh, Pam Creas!
I just knew it
was gonna be you
after you went
M.I.A.!

This
chronoprison
will hold you… And
my Agents will take
your accomplices
into custody too.

No, No No,
Plea-

I knew
my military
training would
pay off.

And
good girl,
Marjorie, keep
biting down!

You wont
be able to
stop us…

Hg, thank
you for helping
with this, I knew
you’d be the perfect
operative for this And
mission.
thanks to
your young
team too!

Any time,
my good
sir!

And I
will share Pam’s
wider plan with
It’s
Commander
been an
Beta.
honour!

We will
take them to
face trial on
board the
Timeship
Don’t worry
about the fracture,
the laser has it
nearly healed up
now!

Can
someone tell
me whats
going on?

Time
Travellers?

They can
see us… are
they time
travellers
too?

Not yet… I
think I know
how to explain
all this…

Thank you
all again for
your help.
She’s
a good
girl!

And
this is the
future!

Gosh!

There’s the
Flying Cars… so
everything is
back to normal?
And we saved
Insulin?
Awesome!

Wow, I can’t
believe we played
a huge part in
setting off all these
advancements in
diabetes.

And thank
you for showing
us the future we
otherwise never
would have
seen!

And thank Dottie!
It was her idea as you
were able to see us,
she knew that you’d be
travelling in time at
some point,

But, alas,
the road ends here.
Once I reset this
quantum watch you will
all be placed back into
your correct timeline
and not remember a
thing of your
travels.

There’s a lot
Because
more advancements
of your work,
than you both know
millions upon
of… like new wearable
millions will live
technology, further
and
better lives.
developments in even
the
immunotherapy, #Insulin4All
movement.

or even
in the past!
Time will
tell…

I hope
you all learned
something that
you’ll take with
you despite your
lack of
memories!

Goodbye,
my friends!
Maybe I’ll see
you some day in
the future…

We thought
we may as well
show you a little bit
as a Thank you from
everyone who ever
benefitted from your
achievements!

I had the
strangest
dream…

Yeah I
think I was
daydreaming
too…

Are you
both sure
it was a
Dream?

…Look
“Doc”!

And made
history!

It was all
real… we
helped Hg fix
the timeline!

The End..?

As Kieran’s adventure has shown, things have come a long way since 1922
when insulin was first used to treat type 1 diabetes. To ensure that you get
the most out of the insulin that you are using, some of these tips may help:

INSULIN STORAGE
•

Keep any unopened insulin cartridges or vials in the fridge until it is
needed, to keep it under 25°C (77°F).
Insulin should not be put in the freezer (or in baggage hold bound
suitcases on a flight) as this can damage it and reduce its
performance.
For the insulin that is in current use, keeping it at room temperature
- up to 28 days is usually fine. That said, if the heating is on or it is
summertime, keep it out of direct sunlight (that can damage it) or
keep it in the fridge if concerned.
Unused insulin kept out of the fridge for 28 days or more will need
to be disposed of, as the insulin will have broken down.
Out of date expired insulin should not be used.
Occasionally, some insulins may need to be stored slightly
diﬀerently - read the accompanying information leaflet or ask your
healthcare team for advice.
Cool bags are available to keep insulin cool when on the move or
travelling abroad.

•
•

•
•
•
•

INSULIN INJECTION KIT
•
•
•

•

Ensure your insulin pen, whether disposable or reusable, is working
properly – the dose dial should turn easily and you can do a 2 units
air shot to check this.
Ensure your needles are of the appropriate size (4-6mm) and they
should only be used once, as they get clogged with debris from the
injection site and become less reliable.
Always use a sharps bin to safely dispose of used needles.

Try to administer your insulin at the advised time to help keep glucose
levels stable (such as 10-20 minutes before meals with rapid or mixed
insulins).

1.

Wash and dry your hands.

2.

Choose where you’re going to inject – you’re looking for fatty tissue; the
main recommended sites are your stomach (in a semi-circle under your
belly button), the sides of your thighs and above your bottom. Always
choose a diﬀerent site each time, at least 1cm from the previous jab.
Repeated use of the same area can result in lumps developing
(lipohypertrophy) that can reduce eﬃcient insulin absorption.

3.

Attach the needle to your pen – removing the outer and inner caps – and
dial up 2 units of insulin. Point your pen upwards and prime the needle,
by pressing the plunger until insulin appears from the top of the needle
(an ‘air shot’). If you are using cloudy insulin, ensure you gently roll the
pen between your palms several times prior to administering.

4.

Dial your dose and ensure that the proposed injection site is clean
and dry.

5.

Insert the needle at a 90° angle. Press the plunger down fully until the
dial goes back to 0.

6.

Count to 10 slowly before removing the needle to help ensure full insulin
dose absorption.

7.

Dispose of the needle safely.

INSULIN DOSE ADJUSTMENTS
•

Regular glucose monitoring is always advised when using insulin.
Looking at the readings can help identify patterns and trends, which can
help inform if insulin dose adjustments are necessary.

Always speak to your healthcare team if you have any concerns around
insulin use or glucose readings that are not at the recommended target

SOME OTHER RESOURCES YOU MAY FIND HELPFUL:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

@_diabetes101 (Twitter)
Bertieonline.org.uk (Website)
DigiBete.org (Website, Smartphone app)
Diabetes Research & Wellness Foundation (Website, Twitter & Facebook)
Diabetes UK (Website, Twitter & Facebook)
GBDOC (Website, Twitter & Facebook)
JDRF UK (Website, Twitter & Facebook)
Mydiabetesmyway.scot.nhs.uk (Website)
T1resources.uk (Website)
‘Understanding Insulin’ (Online Insulin educational resource, can be accessed at futurelearn.com)
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